Hangouts Meet Hardware

Hangouts Meet Hardware
Fast, effective video meetings for the conference room with seamless G Suite integration.

Video conferencing for everyone
Affordable and easy to deploy in just
minutes, the Hangouts Meet
Hardware is perfect for every meeting
room, not just a select few.

In every room
The 4K camera features a 120° field of
vision, perfect for a small huddle
space or large conference room. The
microphone-speaker picks up and
delivers crystal-clear audio in rooms
up to 250 square feet.

On every call
With the new dial a phone feature,
the Hangouts Meet Hardware is
perfect for any call, whether to a
co-worker in another room or a
customer on the phone.

With one tap
Joining a meeting is as simple as a tap
on the touchscreen. Register the room
with Google Calendar, and your
organisation’s Hangouts meetings will
automatically appear on the
touchscreen with all of the details.

Seamlessly integrated with G Suite
For G Suite customers there’s no
easier way to have ubiquitous video
meetings, whether it’s integration
with Google Calendar, Drive,
Jamboard or easy management for
admins.

Always ready to use
Built with a focus on reliability, the
conference room is always up and
ready for your meeting. Plus, it’s
always improving with automatic
updates.

Hangouts Meet Hardware

Make meetings easier.
Hangouts Meet Hardware brings the same reliable, easy-to-join video meeting experience of Hangouts Meet to the
conference room. Its curated set of components work together end-to-end to make engaging video meetings
affordable – and headache-free – for every meeting room.

ASUS Chromebox-3 for meetings
Ultra-fast, quiet, powerful, and maximally secure, the
Chromebox-3 is always getting smarter with
over-the-air updates. Plus, it’s always improving the
entire kit, pushing updates to every component
automatically.

Google microphone-speaker box
Designed by Google to bring world-class audio
processing to the conference room for clean, crisp,
echo-free meetings. Chain multiple (up to five)
microphone-speakers together with a single cable
between each link in the chain to cover any room.

Huddly GO
One 4K camera built to flawlessly cover more meeting
rooms. With a 120° field of view, always capture
everyone around the table, even in the smallest huddle
spaces.

Mimo touchscreen control panel
With a simple UI, easily join, pin, record or mute with
one tap. Featuring built in HDMI capabilities, you can
even present from your own device, instantly.

